
Building a BIG base for a BIG season! 

A  kilocalorie is a kilocalorie, right?  And a Kilojule (KJ on your Power Tap) is closely related to a Kilocalorie in the laws of thermodynamics.  So,  a 

calorie burned is a KJ generated on your C.P.U. display.  Perhaps…it all depends on where your last KJ came from.  As you consider the 

biodynamics of exercise one has to consider - are you aerobic, anaerobic, or somewhere in between as you exercise?  All of us want to make the 

most of a workout, and many of us grew up with the mantra of higher, harder, faster.  So most of us feel like if a workout is not heart pounding 

and sweat producing then we must not have gotten an effective workout.  There is a time for training hard and there is a time for on target 

training.  On target training utilizes power training zones, derived from an individual power test using your Power Tap.  These zones are then 

placed into a periodization plan (individual, long term plan) to maximize EACH workout.  There will be workouts that are easy, and workouts that 

are medium and workouts that are hard.  Take a look at the chart below to look more closely on where the KJ’s come from in each zone: 

Approximate Fuel Ratios

450 +~5%85-90%10-15%V

>450~5%80-90%10-20%IV

>330~5%50-85%40-60%III

>240~5%25-50%50-75%II

>180~5%10-25%90-75%I

~ cals.% prot.% carb.% fatZone

source: NISMAT
 

As you look at the five zones of training it is simple to see that the higher the zone the more the KJ’s are coming from carbohydrate stores (a 

limited reserve).  The lower the zone means that most of the KJ’s are coming from fat (or all those holiday cookies and treats!).  Simply put, your 

body is always “blending” fuels as a dynamic organism.  However, when it comes to exercise it is the importance of “teaching” your body which 

fuels to prefer that is so important.  The higher zones rely a lot on the limited supply of “jet fuel” – the carbohydrates.  If the holidays treated 

you well, you probably can pinch those Z1 and Z2 “reserves” of fat.   It is these lower training zones that build the cellular mitochondria and the 
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capillary network that will expand and develop your aerobic engine so you won’t have to rely on the anaerobic engine as much.  Few of us have 

the patience for these kinds of workouts, but in the end it is often the person ahead of you that put in the right amount of balanced training and 

it is contingent upon these lower power zones.   It may not feel like much of a workout, but in the end you are building a base so you won’t have 

to rely on the “jet fuel” of Z4 and Z5 as much in the ’08 season.   

Below is a sample training chart of how to develop a strong foundation to launch a successful season.  Like any training plan every coach has 

their own nuances and drills – you probably have your favorite drills and skill builders to break up pre-season training.  As an educator I know 

assessment informs instruction – the results of the assessment become the legend of the roadmap.  Cycling is the same way, it is important for 

you to perform a power zone assessment (or metabolic assessment) at the initiation of any program to make the most of your time.  This will 

become your personal entry point (legend) to making the following generic program highly individual.  It is also important that you adjust your 

zones during any program.  As one becomes creates a greater level of fitness, one gets more power out of less cost to the body – and thus, 

performance and zones should generally increase.  By working on the basics and slowly increasing training hours (ideally each workout should be 

between 45 and 90 minutes), as offered by the following program, for the first few weeks one can successfully develop strong neuromuscular 

pathways that will later translate into increased performance once a strong base is established.   

WEEK Goal Focus Hrs/Week Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 

One Base Form - posture & alignment 5-7 Z1 Z1:Z2 Z2 Z1 OFF Long Z1 Z2 

Two Base Relaxed breathing 6-8 Z1 Z2 Z2 Z1 OFF Long Z2 Z1 

Three Base rpm 90 - no saddle bounce 8-9 Z1 Z1:Z2 Z1  Z2 OFF Z1 Z1 

Four Base Distance/Time 6-7 Z1 Z1:Z2 Z2 Z2 OFF Z1:Z2 20:20 90mn Z1 

Five Base Zone & HR control 7-9 Z2 Z1:Z2 Z1  Z2 OFF Hour Steady HR Z1 

Six Base Long rides 10+ Z1 Z1 to Z3 Long Z1 Z2 OFF 2 hours MIX Z1 

Seven Base Recovery Week! 6-7 Z1 Z1:Z2 Z1  Z1 OFF Long Z1 Z1 

Eight Base Put all base lessons together! 8 Steady rpm Z1:Z2 Steady HR Z1 OFF 2hr Z2 Z1 

Nine Build Resistance  7-9 Z2 Z1:Z2 Z4:Z5 kick Z1 OFF Z2 Z1 

Ten Build 80 rpm = power 8-10 Z2:Z4 Z1:Z2 Z1  Z2 OFF Long, Z4 mix Z1 

Eleven Build High cadence hills 10-11 Z4 Z2 Z4 Z1 OFF 3-4 hour mix Long Z1 

Twelve Peak High cadence hills 12 Z4 Z2:Z4  Z2 Z1 OFF 4-5 hour mix Long Z1 

Thirteen Taper Intensity 8-9 Z4 Z1:Z2 Short Z4 Z1 OFF 90 min mix Long Z1 

Fourteen Taper The Season is HERE! 5-6 Z1 Z1:Z2 Z2 OFF Z1 The BIG RIDE! Celebrate 
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Again, there is NO such thing as the right program that comes nicely pre-packaged and fits all.  The best program is YOUR program, one that is 

based upon the science of cycling, and the science of physiology.  Should you have questions on how to train smart and get fast, feel free to 

contact me. 

Healthy New Year, 

Joey Adams, M.S. 

CycleOps Master Training Specialist 

Owner of Intelligent Fitness @ intelligentfitness@comcast.net  

 shared with permission to clients of Intelligent Fitness 
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